V entricular late potentials originate from regions within and surrounding a ventricular infarct and are the result of slow or delayed conduction. They occur at the end of or after the normal QRS complex and are at the microvolt level when recorded on the body surface. Several studies have linked late potentials measured in the body surface signal-averaged electrocardiogram (SAECG) to late activation measured directly from the myocardium.1-5 Subsequently, many reports have appeared in the clinical literature linking late potentials to the presence of a reentry substrate for ventricular tachycardia (VT).6-'6 A survey of 10 representative studies of late potentials in postinfarction patients illustrates the wide range of signal-averaging methods used and results obtained. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The definition of late potentials in the 10 studies above are based on filtered QRS duration (QRSD), amplitude of the terminal QRS (RMS40), and the duration of the low-amplitude signal. Values of QRSD ranging from >110-120 msec are considered significant, whereas values of RMS40 <20-25 uV have been used. These measures have been combined in different ways by different authors. The sensitivities and specificities in these studies ranged from 60% to 90% and 50% to 80%, respectively. Accuracy was not always reported, so the overall efficacy of methods could not be directly compared.
The duration of averaging has been set either by averaging a fixed number of beats or by averaging until a preset noise value is reached.'9 Unfortunately, many studies do not report final averaged noise levels We studied two patient groups from opposite ends of the arrhythmia risk spectrum. Continuing from previous theoretical work, 21 we evaluated the advantages of analyzing individual leads as opposed to their vector magnitude. These results were compared with increasing the number of averaged beats (from 200 to 600). The effects of postaveraging noise levels can cause a significant underestimation of the QRS offset. This in turn affects QRSD and RMS40. The relative usefulness of these late potential parameters and their performance with regular and extended averaging and with individual lead analysis were evaluated in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of VT identification.
Finally, from our results and observations, we propose a new SAECG interpretation scheme. This classifies SAECG results into one of four arrhythmia risk categories defined statistically using the data of this study.
Methods

Patient Selection
We selected two groups of patients for study. Group 1 consists of 73 patients who initially presented with syncope. All subjects subsequently underwent thorough arrhythmia risk evaluation and were considered to have no evidence of significant heart disease. The specific criteria for inclusion into this low-arrhythmia-risk control group are a normal electrophysiological study result (no induction of any form of arrhythmia), a normal left ventricular ejection fraction (>50%), and the absence of any sign of myocardial infarction. Group 2 consists of 63 patients with clinical (spontaneous) VT, the induction of sustained monomorphic VT during electrophysiological study, and a prior myocardial infarction. These two patient groups permit a direct comparison of SAECG recordings between a low-arrhythmia-risk group similar demographically to the VT population and a VT group with a high probability of an arrhythmogenic reentry substrate. Patients with bundle branch block were excluded from both groups.
Electrophysiological Testing
Ventricular stimulation was performed during normal sinus rhythm and with pacing at 600-, 500-, and 400-msec cycle lengths. Single, double, triple, and quadruple extrastimuli were applied at both the apex and the outflow tract. S2 was applied with progressively decreasing coupling interval to S, until VT was induced or until effective refractoriness was encountered. In the latter case, S2 coupling was increased by 40 msec, and the procedure was repeated with S3 and S4.
Signal Averaging
Recording. All patients had SAECG recording performed either just before or shortly after electrophysiskin preparation, three orthogonal bipolar XYZ leads were acquired (Predictor SAECG, Corazonix Corp.). Signal averaging was performed in real time using lead placement, equipment, and algorithms described previously. 22 For each patient, three consecutive signal averages were computed, each average consisting of 200 beats.23 Signal averages were accepted for analysis if the peak-to-peak noise in the ST segment of the vector magnitude was <2.5 ,uV. This corresponds to -0.4 LuV RMS of noise in an individual lead. With this conservative noise quality control, only high-fidelity recordings were accepted into the study.'9 '24 Filtering. All SAECG recordings were analyzed after bandpass (a combination of high pass and low pass) digital filtering. A fourth order 40-250-Hz bandpass Butterworth filter was used in a bidirectional mode. The filtered XYZ leads are combined into a vector magnitude function, VM=(X2+Y2+Z2)/2.
Combining averages. Before filtering and before the vector magnitude was calculated, three consecutive 200-beat signal averages were added together to produce a 600-beat average. This was possible because each signal average maintained the same fiducial point for QRS alignment and average formation. In four VT subjects, only one SAECG was available for analysis. These patients were included in all analyses except those involving 600-beat averages. The selection of 200-and 600-beat ensemble sizes was designed to give a normal and a very low noise average for each subject. The amount of noise reduction between 200-and 600-beat averages varies between subjects. This variation permits us to correlate averaged noise levels with other variables.
QRS measurements. Derivation of both QRSD and RMS40 depends on identifying the onset and, most importantly, the offset of the QRS. The QRS limits are identified with a computer algorithm. Identification of the QRS onset is usually straightforward, although filter ringing of the P wave into the QRS complex can sometimes obscure the exact point of onset.'8 Identification of the QRS offset, i.e., the latest moment of ventricular activation, is more complicated. Late potentials generally decrease in amplitude as they become later until the smallest signals merge with and become indistinguishable from the noise of the filtered ST segment. The computer algorithm must therefore define a nominal QRS offset with respect to the noise. This point was defined as the latest moment that the SAECG terminal QRS waveform exceeds three times the RMS noise level in the filtered ST segment. Variants of this algorithm are commonly used in commercial SAECG systems. The algorithm was used in this study to identify QRS offset both in the vector magnitude and in all three of the filtered leads, using the absolute value of the latter waveforms. With individual lead analysis, the QRS duration was measured from the vector magnitude onset to the latest QRS offset of the three leads. The RMS40 value was found from the vector magnitude, using the 40-msec period preceding the latest individual lead QRS offset.
Measuring noise. should be considered conservative tests for significant differences.
Results
Use of Individual Lead Analysis and Extended Averaging Figure 1 Figure 4 ), as will be discussed below.
Relation Between QRSD and RMS40 Parameters Figure 5 shows a scatterplot of the two variables, QRSD and RMS40, computed from the 600-beat SAECG vector magnitude for both the low-arrhythmiarisk and VT groups. Statistically, both QRSD and RMS40 significantly differentiate the two groups ( Table  1 ). The scatterplot format for displaying SAECG parameters allows a number of observations to be made. First, although most VT subjects have an abnormal RMS40 value, i.e., <20 ,uV, in the low-arrhythmia-risk group the RMS40 parameter appears uniformly spread over the range of 4-90 ,uV. This suggests that RMS40 is a nonspecific parameter. Very-low-level late QRS signals (RMS40 <4 ,uV) uniquely identify 19% (11 of 59) of the VT subjects. However, if late potential definitions of QRSD >120 msec and 114 msec are used (typical in the literature), the RMS40 parameter does not independently identify any VT subject. This can be seen from Figure 5 . No VT subject has an RMS40 value <4 ,uV (i.e., outside the range of the low-arrhythmia-risk group) who does not also have a QRS duration >120 msec. Hence, in this data set, RMS40 is not useful for VT prediction independently of QRSD.
A computer was used to test combined criteria for QRSD and RMS40 in the ranges shown in Figure 4 . Both logical "or" and logical "and" rules were applied. No critical value for RMS40 could be found that improved both the sensitivity and accuracy compared with using QRSD alone. The maximum sensitivity of 96.6% was obtained in the 600-beat individual lead analysis using only a criterion of QRSD >110 msec. Accuracy in this case was 77.3%. Figure 5 Figure 6A . The two curves depicted are the two average RMSxx curves for the two patient groups, using the 600-beat vector magnitude data. Because of their wide variance, it is difficult to assess the degree of separation of these two curves statistically. A reasonable approach is to compute their ratio at each value. This ratio curve, shown in Figure 6B , suggests that shortduration RMSxx parameters (e.g., RMS20) and longduration RMSxx parameters (e.g., RMS80) will not be useful for distinguishing VT and non-VT patients.
The maximum separation, as suggested by this ratio curve, would be at the peak value, i.e., at RMS55, rather than RMS40. The RMS55 parameter for the 600-beat vector magnitude SAECGs was subsequently computed. Using a computer-derived optimum criterion of RMS55 <50 liV, the RMS55 values resulted in a greater separation between the two patient groups than RMS40 (Table 3) Table 4 shows the correlations (r) between noise and QRSD and RMS40 in the 600-beat vector magnitude SAECG and the probability (p) that each correlation coefficient is insignificant (i.e., does not differ from zero). In this case a low p value reflects a significant correlation. In both the VT and low-arrhythmia-risk Noise is significantly less in the low-arrhythmia-risk group than in the VT group. This finding reflects the presence of late signal components present in individual leads but masked in the vector magnitude. These signals may extend into the noise measurement period in some VT subjects, artificially biasing the measured noise value. Note that in all subjects, the noise interval was visually checked to ensure no evident overlap with the QRS interval. Table 6 shows the breakdown of age and sex with signal-averaging parameters taken from the 600-beat SAECG for the two patient groups. The two groups are very closely age matched, with a higher proportion of men in the VT group. The signal-averaging parameters are significantly different between the men and women in the low-arrhythmia-risk group. Their ages are closely matched (probability of no difference, p=0.71). Both QRSD and RMS40 values are significantly different (p=0.0001 andp=0.02, respectively). In the VT group, the women both are older and have more abnormal SAECG parameters. However, the number of women is too small to test the significance of this observation statistically. Ratio ofthe LAR to VT mean curves, with a maximum value at 55 msec into the terminal QRS. definition of late potentials of QRSD >120 msec, the sensitivity of the SAECG is higher for patients with inferior as opposed to anterior infarctions. Sensitivity improves as noise is decreased both by extended averaging and individual lead analysis and is similar for both types of infarction in the 600-beat individual lead case.
Variations in SAECG Parameters Due to Demographics and Site of Myocardial Infarction
Interpretive SAECG Chart
Using only the study data, an interpretive SAECG chart was developed that is based on VT risk stratification. The SAECG chart is shown in Figure 8 . The SAECG parameters used are RMS40, individual lead QRSD (ILD), and vector magnitude QRSD (VMD). If RMS40 is <4 ttV, the study is immediately considered abnormal (compare with Figure 5 ). The chart is divided into four VT risk regions: normal, borderline normal, borderline abnormal, and abnormal. SAECG values of ILD and VMD are read from the chart to locate the VT risk region. The increased sensitivity given by ILD is combined with the more specific VMD parameter. Regions of probable algorithm error for detection of QRS limits are also defined. The 
Use of Terminal QRS Measurements
RMS55, the amplitude of the terminal 55 msec of the QRS, showed the best separation of the VT and lowarrhythmia-risk groups. However, the mean RMSxx functions computed for the two patient groups were otherwise unremarkable. Measurements of filtered QRS amplitude were therefore of marginal use in defining late potentials in this study. Our results confirm that noise reduction during averaging varies greatly between subjects for a fixed number of beats averaged ( Figure 7 ). Our data also suggest that SAECGs with a residual noise level of 0.2-0.3 ,uV RMS will give results superior to those with noise levels on the order of 0.5 ,uV RMS. Hence, averaging to a fixed noise end point of 0.2-0.3 ,uV seems advisable. Adoption of a standard noise measurement technique is necessary to ensure an objective measure of the quality of SAECGs.
When the automatically selected QRS limits were overread by the investigators, it was observed that the interaction between algorithm operation and residual noise could be important in determining whether a particular SAECG result was positive or negative. Paradoxically, this is less of a problem with higher noise levels, where the lowest level, latest cardiac activity, is masked by the noise. At very low noise levels, particularly in some very quiet individual leads, false detection of the QRS offset was possible because of variations in noise level. The QRS offset detection algorithm suffers from the same problems as other noise measurements. Overreading of automatically detected QRS offsets on a suitably scaled display seems advisable.
Variations in SAECG Parameters Due to Demographics and Site of Myocardial Infarction
In the low-arrhythmia-risk group, the ages of the men and women were well matched (59.7 versus 60.8 years). Their SAECG parameters were significantly different, with the men having a longer QRS duration on average by 8.7 msec. This difference may be great enough to warrant adjusting the definition of late potentials according to sex. A possible explanation for the longer QRS duration in men is that their hearts are typically larger, and therefore, ventricular depolarization takes longer.
In the VT group, the women had a longer QRS duration by an average of 8.0 msec. However, the women were also significantly older (8.0 years). There is an insufficient number of women in the VT group to test reliably by ANOVA hypotheses that age and sex influ- In the VT group, site of infarction appeared to exert an influence on QRS duration. These differences in QRSD diminished at lower noise levels and were not statistically significant by ANOVA. However, the number of patients studied was small. One possible interpretation of these results is that late potentials have lower amplitudes in patients with anterior as opposed to inferior infarcts. Consequently, they are more likely to remain undetected at higher noise levels.
Interpretive SAECG Chart The SAECG chart of Figure 8 offers two advantages compared with using a single threshold value of QRSD/ RMS40 to assess VT risk. First, it uses the increased sensitivity of ILD in combination with the higher specificity of VMD. Second, a strict binary decision on VT risk is avoided. Although the chart was developed solely by use of the present study data, its risk boundaries for VMD agree well with the consensus in the literature (113 and 120 msec define the borderline normal/borderline abnormal and borderline abnormal/abnormal decision lines, respectively).
The clinical usefulness of the chart for the general arrhythmia risk population needs to be verified by further studies. The concept of risk stratification by defining decision boundaries based on clinical performance measures can be adapted to specific populations. Evaluation of subjects who fall in the borderline regions is problematic. For this reason, the borderline abnormal region is qualified by a statement suggesting that other arrhythmia risk factors should be considered in these cases. In the absence of bundle branch block and other nonspecific conduction defects, the normal and abnormal regions of the chart can identify subjects from this study with a high predictive value (95%). 2) The filtered QRS duration (QRSD) and amplitude of the terminal 40 msec of the QRS (RMS40) are highly correlated and thus are not independent measurements. In the VT and low-arrhythmia-risk patient populations studied, RMS40 was of limited use in defining late potentials. In particular, when late potentials were present, RMS40 is actually significantly correlated with residual noise level. This is because of the dependence of RMS40 on selected QRS offset, which in turn is affected by noise. Examination of other terminal QRS measurements showed RMS55 to be the best separator of low-arrhythmia-risk and VT subjects. However, no measurement of the terminal QRS (RMS40 or RMS55) was useful in independently identifying VT subjects. Optimum sensitivity and accuracy were achieved using QRSD alone.
3) Our results show that noise reduction is unpredictable during averaging, supporting previous arguments that averaging is best terminated at a preset noise level.
A residual noise level of 0.2-0.3 1MV RMS effectively maximized sensitivity for VT in the study.
4) Based on combined use of individual lead and vector magnitude measurements, an interpretive SAECG chart was developed as a means of VT risk stratification. We defined four categories of risk: normal, borderline normal, borderline abnormal, and abnormal.
5) The study results suggest that age and sex could be advantageously factored into SAECG criteria for VT risk assessment.
Appendix
Our study used two patient groups from opposite ends of the spectrum of arrhythmia risk. The distributions of SAECG parameters from the normal and abnormal patient groups still show significant overlap. On the basis of our results, we have drawn up a chart (Figure 8 ) for the interpretation of the SAECG using three parameters. These are the vector magnitude QRS duration (VMD), the longest individual XYZ lead QRS duration (ILD), and the RMS40 value taken from the vector magnitude.
Four VT risk categories are defined: abnormal, borderline abnormal, borderline normal, and normal. Each category is also described by a qualifying statement (Figure 8 ). The boundaries of these categories are defined statistically in terms of sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and positive and negative predictive value. These five clinical perspectives are combined into the SAECG interpretive chart of Figure 8 . The positive and negative predictive values are possibly the most useful clinical measures for the SAECG. They denote the likelihood of a test positive being a true positive and a test negative being a true negative, respectively.
The chart contains check boxes to verify that the automatically defined QRS limits have been read and to note whether any manual adjustments to QRS onset or offset were made. The RMS40 value is then examined. If RMS40 is <4 ,uV, the SAECG is considered abnormal without further analysis. The vector magnitude and individual lead QRS durations are read off to locate a point on the SAECG chart. This point will fall into one of six regions. The triangular regions in the top left and bottom right corners are highly unlikely combinations of VMD and ILD values. These areas represent probable measurement error.
Proceeding from the origin (bottom left corner), the first shaded area represents an unqualified normal SAECG. This area is the union of 95% sensitivity and 95% negative predictive value obtained from the results of the present study. The second shaded area represents a borderline normal SAECG. This area is the union of 90% sensitivity and 90% negative predictive value. The third shaded area represents a borderline abnormal. This area is the union of 85% specificity and 85% positive predictive value. The last category is that of unqualified abnormal. This represents the union of 95% specificity and 95% positive predictive value.
These criteria are designed to be unbiased, in the sense of the above region definitions. The criteria do, however, categorize a borderline positive result a little more liberally than a borderline negative result (85% versus 90%). This was done to reflect the current tendency to use the SAECG as a screening device for identifying those not at risk of VT. Table 8 gives the values of VMD and ILD that define the four categories of SAECG results. The vector magnitude QRS durations that define the boundary between a borderline normal and a borderline abnormal result and that define an unqualified abnormal result (113 and 120 msec, respectively) agree well with the consensus in the clinical literature.6-'5
Use of the chart is simply illustrated by considering the SAECG results of Figures 3 and 4 . Figure 3 , showing a VT subject, has VMD=117 msec, ILD=125 msec, and RMS40= 12 uV for the 200-beat average. From the standards adopted in the literature, neither VMD nor RMS40 is a clear-cut result. From the chart, the location of ILD=125 msec, VMD=117 msec identifies this subject as abnormal. Figure 4 , showing a low-arrhythmia-risk subject, is identified as an unqualified normal for the 200-beat average (VMD= 103 msec, ILD= 103 msec, RMS40=17 ,uV).
